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The Principleof Increasing
Risk
By M.

KALECKI

subject of this paper is the determination of the size
of investment undertaken in a certain period by a given
entrepreneur. He intends, for instance, to build a factory
producinga certain product. He is faced with given market
conditions: he knows the price of the product in question,
the level of wages and of prices of raw materials, the cost
of construction and the rate of interest. Besides he has
some rather vague ideas as to the probable future change
of prices and costs. This knowledge is the basis for the
planning of investment, i.e., for the choice of the amount
of capital k (measured in terms of money) to be invested
and the method of production to be applied.
With a given amount of capital k and a given method of
production the entrepreneuris able to estimate the series
of future returns (differencesbetween revenues and effective
costs) q1, q2 .....
lifeof the
.q. duringthe prospective
factory. We shall call the rate e at which the series of
returns must be discounted in order to obtain the amount
invested k-the efficiency of investment,1 whilst by
prospective profit p we denote the product k.e. Now we
can assume that with given amount invested "kthe entrepreneur chooses such a method of production as would
maximise the efficiency of investment or what amounts
to the same (k being given) the prospective profit p = ke.
Thus to every value of k there correspondsa definite value
of maximum prospective profit pm:
pm=f(k).
Now the method of production being chosen for each
value of k the entrepreneurhas still to definethe optimum k,
i.e., the size of investment. He must charge the capital
invested at the market rate of interest and make also some
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'This definitionis identicalwith that of Keynes'marginalefficiencyof an asset.
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allowance for risk whose rate we denote by r. Thus the
entrepreneur'sprospective gain g is
g =pm-(p +) k.
The entrepreneurwill obtain the maximum gain at the
value of k which satisfies the equation
dpm==

+
dk
and this value of k is the optimum amount to be invested.
Now -dPnfJ'(k) is nothing else than the efficiency of
small capital addition dk to the amount invested k supposingthat both k and k+dk are invested with optimum
method of production. We shall callf'(k) marginalefficiency
of investment. We can consequently say that the size
of investment kois determinedby that level at which marginal
efficiency of investment is equal to the sum of the rate
of interest p and rate of risk .
As can be easily
seen from the chart
the
optimum
amount ko to be
invested is finite
only if marginal
efficiency of investment falls when k
exceeds a certain d
value. This fall
may be caused

by:

(I)

largescale

dis-economies; (z)
imperfect competi- p
k
tion. The firstreason
though generally
admitted seems to
FIG. I
be not very realistic.
It is quite clear
that its technological interpretation is wrong: it is right
that every machine has an optimum size but why not let
ten (or more) machines of given type work ? Thus only
the argument of difficulties of management arising out
of the large scale of enterprise remains. But also that is
doubtful (why not start ten factories instead of one with
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ten independent directors ?) and at any rate concerns only
such industrial giants as are far above the average size of
existing enterprises.
The explanation of the limited size of investment by
imperfect competition is more realistic but also does not
cover the ground. The imperfection is often slight and in
that case immense enterpriseswould be planned.' Further
the imperfect competition cannot explain the fact that in
a given industry at the same time large and small enterprises
are started. Thus there must exist a factor restricting
the size of investment which we have not taken into account
in the above argument.
II
We have assumed till now-as is usually done-that
the rate of risk is independent of the amount invested k.
And it is this assumptionwhich has to be dropped, I think,
in order to obtain a realistic solution of the problem of
"limited investment."2
There are two reasons for the increase of marginal risk
with the amount invested. The first is the fact that the
greater is the investment of an entrepreneurthe more is
his wealth position endangeredin the event of unsuccessful
business.
The second reason making the marginal risk rise with
the size of investment is the danger of " illiquidity." The
sudden sale of so specific a good as a factory is almost always
connected with losses. Thus the amount invested k must
be consideredas a fully illiquid asset in the case of sudden
need for "capital." In that situation the entrepreneur
who has invested in equipment his reserves (cash, deposits,
securities) and taken " too much credit " is obliged to
borrow at a rate of interest which is higher than the market
one.
If, however, the entrepreneur is not cautious in his
investment activity it is the creditor who imposes on his
calculation the burden of increasing risk charging the
successive portions of credits above a certain amount with
rising rate of interest.3
1 If the competitionis perfectand the marginalefficiencyis greaterthan the sum of rate
of interestand risk, ko is infinite(see Fig. I).
2 The principleof increasingrisk was alreadyused in my article "A Theoryof the
BusinessCycle,"Reviewof EconomicStudies,February,I937, pp. 84-85.
3 See M. Breit, "Ein Beitragzur Theoriedes Geld-und Kapitalmarktes"Zeitschrif:
fuer
Nationaloekonomie,
BanidVI, Heft 5, p. 641.
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The amount investedko is now given by the conditionthat
the marginal efficiencyof investmentis equal to the sum of
marginalrisk C-and the rate of interestp. The p +. cr curve
is nota horizontalcurveas in Fig. i butan upwardslopingone.
The point of intersection with the marginal efficiency curve
determines the size of investment and this point exists
even in the absence of large scale diseconomyand imperfect
competition (Fig. 2).
Now the various
sizes of enterprises
started in the same
industry

at

m

a given

______v_

moment can be easily
explained.The smaller
is the own capital of
an entrepreneur

in-

vesting the amount k
the greater the risk
he incurs. For his
possible losses bear a

e

k
his wealth and-since
ko
the amount of credits
FIG. 2
considered by his
creditorsas "normal"
is in a ce'rtainproportionto his own capital-the danger of
"illiquidity." is greater too.
Thus the smaller is the own capital the higher lies the
p + a-curve and-as is easy to see on the chart-the smaller
is- the amount invested k,. The enterprises started in a
given industry at a given moment are not of equal size
because the own capital of entrepreneursis not equal. The
"business democracy" is a fallacy: the own capital is
a " factor of investment."
greater

proportion

to

ILI
In the case representedin Fig. 2 we have constant returns
to the scale (the imperfect competition is neglected) and
thus constant marginal efficiency of investment. Thus the
marginal efficiency curve represents a constant method of
production.
Let us now consider what happens if the rate of interest
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is lowered. The p + aCcurve shifts down and its point of
intersectionwith the marginalefficiencycurvemovesto the
right (Fig. 3). The
methodof production
appliedby the entre7
preneurin his plan
yn
mreg
doesnotchangewhilst
the sizeof investment
increases.Consequently so long as we can

considerthe influence

of imperfect competi-

tion as negligibleand
thushaveconstantre- 'a
k
turnsto the scalethe _
FIG. 3
changein the rat of
interestdoesnot affect
in his
admittedby the entrepreneur
the methodof production
planned.
plans but only the size of investment
This statement seems to be in contradictionwith the
dassical theory of marginalproductivityof capital and
labourbut the contradictionis only apparent. The point
of the classicaldoctrineis a drasticallysimplified
of departure
modelof productionin whichthe quantityof productis a
defin'itefunction of the amount of "real" capital and
labour used. The necessaryconditionof equilibriumis
the equality between the marginalproductivityof each
factor"andits price dividedby the price of product. In
the case of constant returns to the scale (homogeneous
productionfunction)this is also a sufficientconditionfor
for with constantreturnsthe marginal
long runequilibrium,
productivities'equations exclude the existence of the
gain. If the rate of interest falls, a shift
entrepreneur's
towardsa new long run equilibriummust take place in
which the marginalproductivityof capital is lower, that
of labourhigher,and more capital is used in proportion
to labour. But the theorysays nothingaboutthe immediate
influenceof the fall of the rate of intereston the plans of
the entrepreneur.Sucha fall in the caseof constantreturns
to the scale (and if our principleof increasingrisk is not
takenintoaccount)mustcreatea tendencyto planinvestment
of infinite size and with indefinitemetlhodof production
(every method appliedon infinite scale gives an infinite
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profit). Only after the output of the product is suddenly
increased its price falls and this makes again possible the
restoration of long run equilibrium in which the marginal
productivity equations are satisfied.1'
Thus our problemwas quite differentfrom that of classical
theory. We examined the planning of the entrepreneur
in a given situation wlhichin general is not the position of
long run equilibrium. We tried to find the factor limiting
the size of the investment planned which, as we see, is
non-existent in the classical theory in the case of industry
subject to constant returns to the scale and not in the
position of long run equilibrium. And also our statement
that the fall of the rate of interest does not affect the method
of productionbut only the scale of investment plans referred
only to the plans but not to the situation arising out of
their realisation.
The classical thesis of the low rate of interest causing
the use of more capitalistic method of production was
often applied not only for long run equilibrium position
but also for entrepreneurs'planning in " disequilibrium."
This interpretationis of course wrong and as we have shown
above, if we neglect imperfect competition and introduce
the principleof increasingrisk the fall of the rate of interest
has no immediateeffect on the method of productionapplied
in the plans of entrepreneurs.
IV
One intricate point is still involved in the matter above
examined. We mean the problem of the rate of investment
decisions per unit of time. But before dealing with it we
shall transform the
Fig. 2 a little. We subtract from the ordin-

/

___________

ates of both marginal
efficiency curve and
p + T curve the rate

of interest p and
thus obtain the marginal net profitability
(marginal efficiency
minus rate of interest)
curve and the marginal

k

FIG. 4

1This treatment is however quite formal, for in reality cumulative process arises which
causes (if the rate of interest is not raised) either hyperinflation or fluctuations about the new
position of long run equilibrium.
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risk curve. The point of intersection of these two curves
gives of course the same value koas above.
Let us divide the time into equal periods At short enough
to consider the economic situation, i.e., the level of prices,
wages, etc., as constant within the period (the change of
this situation is thus to be imagined as concentrated at
the beginningof the period). In each periodthe entrepreneur,
takes so much of investment decisions as to equate at the
end of it the marginal risk to the difference between the
marginal efficiency and the rate of interest. Thus it would
seem that no investment decision at all will be undertaken
in a period if the " economic situation " remains the same
as in the preceding one, because the point of intersection
of the marginalrisk curve and the marginalnet profitability
curve lies on the ordinate axis at the beginningof the period
considered. This is, however, wrong. For one thing does
change in the position of our entrepreneur: during the
period At he saves in general a certain amount s. At out
of his income.

@.

net ci-

._.......
A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIG. 5
This accumulation of savings causes a parallel shift of
the curve of marginal risk to the right. For the entrepreneur can invest the new accumulated amount without
reducinghis safety or increasingilliquidity. He may invest
even more: if the relation of his net indebtedness(difference
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between debts and claims) to his own capital is 6, he can
freely invest s(i+8) At.,
Such is then the amount of investment decisions if the
situation in the period examined is the same as in the
preceding one. If, however, this is not the case and the
net profitability curve has shifted, also an amount c due
to the change of the economic situation will be invested
(see the chart). The investment planned during the period
At consequentlyamountsto s(I + 8) At + c and thus the
rate of investment decisions during the period is
d=s(i

c

+S)+E

*

depends on the velocity of change of marginalnet profit-

ability. We denote it by v and thus have:

d =s(I+d)

+ V

This equation means that the rate of investmentdecisionsof
a single entrepreneur
dependson his capital accumulationand
on the velocityof changeof marginalnet profitability.

1 It is nowclearthat the marginalrisk + rateof interestcurvedealtwith in the preceding
paragraphsmustbe takenin the positionat the endof the periodin whichinvestmentactivity
was considered.

